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Abstract. Advances in wireless communication technology like mobile phones and GPS enabled devices have
increased the capability to locate a person and predict their behavioral movements. Retrieval of such personal
information is a threat to security which may be used for a variety of intrusive or malicious purposes. A
location-based service (LBS), is any information, entertainment, or social media service that is available on a
mobile device, and makes use of geographical position. The Location Based Services (LBS) request user’s
location information to choose the nearby cell to serve the user’s request which in turn causes a threat of
disclosing location privacy. Under such situations a framework is essential to preserve the location privacy of
moving objects. Many frameworks proposed so far focuses on resolving a specific kind of attack, which doesn’t
provide a complete privacy. So this paper proposes a framework that combines the existing frameworks to
ensure privacy accompanied with good accuracy and efficiency. The major attack that poses threat to the
privacy of moving objects are user identification attack, sensitive location tracking attack, sequential tracking
attack and source identification attack. A framework proposed in this paper for achieving better privacy is
Enhanced Privacy Framework (EPF) which is an integration of HERMES framework and Statistical framework
that protects against the major attacks assuring location privacy. EPF is designed to provide better security
against the major attacks like user identification attack, sensitive location tracking attack, sequential tracking
attack and source identification attack.
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1 Introduction
Spatial information describes the physical location of objects. It is very important in research and
computing applications. The integration of digital communication technology based on mobile devices and
networks, accompanied with the growth of internet services, offer services that demand the location
information about users. Such services are referred to as Location Based Services (LBS). LBS integrates a
mobile device’s location with other data hence providing value to a user. The benefits of location based
services are utilized by a user at the expense of some private information such as the identity of the user and
the current location. The rapid growth in mobile devices and such LBS has resulted in Moving Object
Databases (MOD), a rich repository of moving object data. This MOD reveals the pattern of user trajectory,
current location information and so on by applying the mining operations. Although this information is very
useful in areas of research, it poses privacy threats to users. Precise and correct location of a user in real time
can be revealed by the moving object data to third party servers which might be untrusted thereby resulting in
a privacy concern. Apart from traces about location, study of movement patterns of a specific user causes the
sensitive information to be revealed such as the user’s home, workplace and can even identify health related
issues. To safeguard against privacy and security risks, lots of data anonymization methods, protocols used for
securely querying location based information and also cryptographic techniques for sharing location based
information in social networks. Apart from all such techniques, frameworks provide a unique solution to the
privacy threats on the moving object databases. The paper proposes Enhanced Privacy Framework (EPF)
which is very efficient, scalable and ensures perfect security.
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2 Analysis of Framework
Though the enhancements in mobile technology and mobility data offers numerous benefits to users in the
field of research and mining, there are many security issues faced by mobile users that might leak sensitive
information and patterns resulting in various attacks. Privacy Aware Monitoring framework (PAM) [1]
protects against the Spatio temporal correlation inference attack by not disclosing the genuine point locations.
It uses the concept of “bounding box” and “safe region”. Trajectory Privacy preserving framework (TrPF) [2]
focuses on ensuring user’s trajectory privacy. Adversary can analyse the trajectories which might provide rich
spatio temporal history of information. Therefore, it is mandatory to unlink the user’s identities from sensitive
information collection locations. This is done using TrPF framework thereby ensuring good security. Generic
framework [3] ensures to prevent the unauthorized access of data by providing an increased level of
authentication using the three factors namely: password, smart card, biometrics. Statistical framework [4]
concentrates on providing source anonymity by ensuring that unauthorized users cannot identify the origin of
events by analyzing the network traffic. The framework incorporates the concept of “interval
indistinguishability”. Spatio Temporal attacks and Participatory Sensing attacks are together addressed and
resolved using HERMES framework [5]. HERMES framework is the combination of two other frameworks
namely:-PAM [1] and TrPF [2]. Private-HERMES incorporates HERMES [14], a query engine based on a
powerful query language for trajectory databases, which enables the support of aggregative queries. Private
Information Retrieval is a technique through which data item or record can be extracted from a database while
hiding the identity of the item from the database server, hence providing a better privacy.
Table 1.
Models
Statistical framework
Privacy Aware Monitoring framework
Unified framework
Trajectory Privacy Preserving framework
Generic framework
Vehicle to Grid framework
Hermes framework
Private Information retrieval

Attacks Resolved
Source identification attacks.
Spatio temporal correlation inference attacks.
Disclosure attacks.
Participatory sensing.
Authentication related attacks.
Cyber-attacks.
User identification attack, Sequential tracking attack
&Sensitive location attack.
Information becomes insecure.

3 Motivation
The motivation of this paper is to achieve good security and thereby provide an expected level of privacy
to users by avoiding almost all the common attacks. Most of the frameworks proposed so far focuses on
resolving either one or the other issue. Even though each framework is efficient in their own way thereby
resolving the attack it is intended for, those frameworks don’t concentrate on providing a maximum degree of
privacy to users by overcoming all the common attacks as a whole. This enhanced privacy can be achieved by
integrating the possible frameworks efficiently and hence resolve many of the attacks. So EPF is proposed
with the intention of overcoming the attacks identified as common.

4 Fundamentals of EPF Framework
Enhanced Privacy Framework aims at achieving maximum security and privacy with the integration of
various technologies. It tries to resolve almost many of the most common attacks by providing a very secure
architecture which integrates Privacy Aware Monitoring Framework (PAM) [1], HERMES framework [5] and
Statistical Framework [4].
EPF has a three tier architecture as shown in Fig.1. It follows a bottom-up approach. As a first level the
statistical framework is applied to the incoming Moving Object Datasets being queried. Statistical framework
injects fake transmissions, hence unable to distinguish between the real and the fake traffic. The framework
incorporates the problem of Statistical Source Anonymity (SSA) that exists in sensor networks. SSA prevents
the adversaries from identifying the source location using statistical analysis on node transmissions [6]–[12].
The next level of framework is the HERMES [5]. It consists of HERMES [13] which is a trajectory query
engine and HERMES++ [14], a powerful query engine for preserving privacy. The query engine is based on
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any query language. HERMES++ allows access to trajectory database with restrictions to avoid attacks. This
framework allows the user to interact with a Graphic User Interface (GUI) accompanied with 3D rendering
capabilities in Java and dependent on the Swing GUI widget toolkit [15]. The results from the program
supported operations are visualized in the 3D globe provided by NASA World Wind [16]. HERMES uses two
anonymization algorithms namely NWA [17] and W4M [18] to obtain the anonymized trajectory. HERMES
also allows the fake and anonymized trajectory to be evaluated using the algorithms of mobility data mining
such as TRACLUS [19], T-Optics [20] and CenTR-I-FCM [21], K-medoids [22] and Bisecting K-medoids
[23] to take care that adding fake trajectories and disturbing the original trajectory should not alter the patterns
hidden in the original MOD. The third level is the Privacy Aware Monitoring Framework (PAM) [1] which
concentrates on providing efficiency, privacy, accuracy. The genuine point location of the object is
encapsulated in a “bounding box” [1]. PAM uses the concept of “safe region” [1] which reduces the number
of updates thereby improving the efficiency by updating the location only when the centroid of the object’s
bounding box moves out of the safe region. Fig.1. represents the architecture of EPF framework.

Fig. 1: Architecture Diagram.
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5 Related Work
Source location privacy in sensor networks is part of a broader area, the design of anonymous
communication systems. The foundation for this field was laid by Chaum in [24]. Topics related to location
anonymity have been discussed by Reed et al. in [25], who introduced the idea of preserving anonymity
through onion routing, and by Gruteser and Grunwald in [26]. Here, privacy is maintained through
anonymous routing. In [27], Xi et al. proposed a new random walk routing method. Path confusion has also
been proposed as an anonymity-preserving routing scheme by Hoh and Gruteser in [28].
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The scheme of [29] was recommended to address this latency/overhead trade off. In [29], Shao et al.
introduced the notion of statistically strong source anonymity. More specifically, after the transmission of
every fake event, the node draws an exponentially distributed random variable t ~ Exp (λ), where λ is the prespecified rate of the exponential distribution. The node then waits for t time units and then transmits another
fake event. In Privacy Aware Monitoring framework, research work mainly focuses on spatial temporal query
processing. Supposing that object movement trajectories are known apriori, Saltenis et al. [30] proposed the
Time-Parameterized R-tree (TPR-tree). Using this moving objects are indexed, where the moving object's
location is shown as a linear function of time. Benetis et al. [31] developed query evaluation algorithms where
search is based on the TPR-tree for both NN as well as reverse NN. Tao et al. [32] extended TPR-tree to the
TPR*-tree by optimizing the performance of TPR-tree.
Here, there are two types of work in monitoring continuous spatial queries. The first type makes an
assumption that the movement trajectories are well known. Monitoring Continuous kNN queries has been
analysed for moving queries over static objects [33] and for objects that move linearly [34], [35]. Iwerks et al.
[34] monitored distance semi joins for two data sets moving linearly by extending it [36]. But, as mentioned in
[37], the assumption about known-trajectory is not valid for most of the application situations. The second
type on object movement pattern does not make any assumption. Xu et al. [38] and Zhang et al. [39] proposed
returning to the user both the query result and the scope for validity with the resulting solution being the same.
By retaining the same, the query is evaluated again only when the validity scope is exited by the query, where
the result remains unchanged. This proposal is useful for stationary object only. PAM focuses on the notion of
"safe region" [1].In Hermes framework [5] comparison/evaluation of anonymization algorithms are made use
of where the platform integrates two well-known anonymization algorithms, namely NWA [17] and W4M
[18]. Both algorithms take as input trajectories which may have been extracted from a query posed to
HERMES, and transform them into anonymous equivalents, subsequently stored in the MOD.

6 System Implementation
This paper aims at integrating three other frameworks. But the implementation procedure requires only to
consider HERMES [5] and Statistical framework [4] and not about PAM framework as HERMES framework
in itself is TrPF [2] and PAM [1]. Statistical framework [4] incorporates statistics based problem to solve the
security the issue. To achieve this event triggered transmissions has to be refrained. Here each node transmits
some fake messages and the real events are not transmitted as they occur. But they are sent instead of the next
scheduled fake message. Therefore the adversary cannot identify and distinguish between the real and the fake
events. To this the concept of interval indistinguishability [4] is added, otherwise the adversary can make
statistical analysis to distinguish between the fake and real messages. If there are two time intervals with one
denoting the real event transmission and other the fake one, these two time intervals are indistinguishable if
the inter-transmission distribution of time during these two specified interval could not be differentiated with
a significant level of confidence. As mentioned above, to obtain the source anonymity using statistics, the
statistical framework proposes the notion of Statistical Source Anonymity (SSA):
Xj: random variable for the time between j and (j+1)th transmission. E[Xj]: desired mean for all j. let E[Xj]
= µ.
IF: fake interval.
IR: real interval.
If there are no real event transmissions occurring the node transmits fake messages at a predetermined
probability distribution.
During a fake interval, IF, for any Xj-1, Xj € IF
E [Xj| Xj-1 < µ] = µ

(1)
since Xj, Xj-1 are independent.

During a real interval, both fake and real event can possibly occur.
Ej is a random variable representing either a real event RE or fake event FE. Ej takes any one of these
values with any probability. There are two conditions to be satisfied by design:
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The time between the real event transmission and its preceding fake event should be shorter that the mean,
µ (to reduce delay).
The time between the real event transmission and its successive real event should be longer than
µ.
During a real interval, IR, for any Xj-1, Xj € IR
E [Xj | Xj-1 < µ, Ej = RE] > µ

(2)

E [Xj | Xj-1 < µ, Ej = FE] > µ

(3)

By using (2) and (3),
E [Xj | Xj-1 < µ] = E [Xj | Xj-1 < µ, Ej = RE]. Pr [Ej=RE]
+ E [Xj | Xj-1 < µ, Ej = FE]. Pr [Ej=FE] > µ.Pr[Ej=RE] + µ.Pr [Ej=FE] = µ
Inter-transmission time is either greater or lesser than µ2. With this the real and fake event can be
generated without any interval indistinguishability. Now with statistical framework implemented on the
mobility data sets, EPF proceeds to implement the HERMES [5] framework which is the next level of the
built architecture. HERMES integrates two anonymization algorithms: NWA [17] and W4M [18]. These
algorithms take the input trajectories that is extracted from a query posed to HERMES [13] query engine and
convert the resulting trajectories into anonymous one and hence stored in the MOD. It also incorporates
several data mining methodologies such as TRACLUS [19], T-Optics [20] and CenTR-I-FCM [21], Kmedoids [22] and Bisecting K-medoids [23] which is applied and hence the patterns arising from original data
is compared with the patterns resulting from anonymized data. With this implementation of HERMES
framework all the attack that EPF aimed to resolve is thereby achieved.

7 Conclusion
This paper analyses the possible security and privacy threats arising with the growth in mobile devices
and Location Based Services. A solution is proposed to overcome the attacks that have been analyzed and
identified as the most common on Moving Object Databases. The presented framework is the integration of
already existing frameworks namely Statistical framework [4], HERMES framework [5] and PAM framework
[1] thereby resolving the common attacks such as user identification attack, sequential tracking attack,
sensitive location tracking attack, source identification attack, spatio temporal correlation inference attack.
Although each framework as such resolves at least one of the attack efficiently they don't provide a complete
privacy against all the possible attacks and threats. EPF framework thereby aims to solve most of the security
and privacy issues in moving objects.
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